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ABSTRACT

PREDICTION OF MUSCLE FORCE PATTERNS IN ELBOW

FLEXION/EXTENSION AND COMPARISON

WITH ELECTROMYOGRAPHY

by

ROGER VALLES GONZALEZ, B.S.M.E.

SUPERVISING PROFESSOR: DR. RONALD E. BARR

The purpose of this study was to determine the contribution of the

musculotendon actuators in human elbow flexion/extension. For this study, two

experiments were conducted using video analysis and a third using electrogoniometer

analysis. The video and electrogoniometer records of arm movements were analyzed

and converted into kinematic data which were then used to calculate the net elbow

joint torque. The methodology used in the experiments to study muscle contribution

to flexion/extension at the elbow joint is discussed and the results of the experiments

are presented. These torques were then partitioned among the muscles studied by

assuming equal muscle stress across all muscles. Physiologic cross-Sectional Area

(PSA) was used in calculating the stress in each muscle, therefore yielding individual

muscle force patterns from the net joint torque.

Predicted individual muscle force patterns were evaluated and compared to the

integrated electromyogram (EMG) signals of each respective muscle by using a

qualitative similarity analysis. In general, the results showed good qualitative profile

correlation between the muscle force patterns predicted and the respective integrated

EMG.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Human movement has been of interest to mankind since the time of creation.

Crude paintings have been discovered that show ancient civilizations were fascinated

with human movement. Throughout the ages cultures have attempted to understand

the way muscles contribute to human movement. Today, advances in technology

have paved the way for a better understanding of how individual muscles contribute to

(everyday) movements. This report summarizes three experiments which applied a

simple resultant joint partitioning technique to kinematic data in order to predict

individual muscle forces.

There are three prerequisites needed to determine how the musculotendon

actuators contribute to elbow flexion/extension (f/e). The first is a simple and

reliable method to kinematically and dynamically quantify movement. The second is a

physiologically valid method to partition the calculated resultant joint torques among

the muscles being studied. And the third is a means to verify that the predicted

muscle forces are consistent with the present knowledge of how muscles work.

This study addressed these prerequisites in order to determine how

musculotendon actuators contribute to human elbow f/e and to qualitatively compare

these results with the obtained EMG signals of each muscle. Although the analysis of

the experiments presented could be enhanced by the use of a mathematical muscle

model, the basic methodology used for these investigations is feasible in predicting

individual muscle forces with or without a muscle model.

Chapter 2 presents research review in musculoskeletal biomechanics. Chapter 3

describes the general procedures followed in the experiments and how the data

gathered during the experiments were manipulated. Chapter 4 discusses the specific

details of each of the three experiments along with a presentation of results obtained



and interpretation of the qualitative comparison between the predicted muscle force

patterns and the appropriate EMG records. Finally, Chapters 5 includes a discussion

of the results, computer visualization, and final conclusions and recommendations for

improvement of the model.



2. RESEARCH REVIEW

2.1 Inverse Dynamic Techniques in Biomechanics

Traditionally engineers have been trained to analyze forces in order to calculate

and understand how these forces produce movement in a given system. This

technique, which is commonly known as dynamics, is more precisely called forward

dynamics. In the case of studying human movement though, the unknowns of the

system are most often the muscular forces which caused the movement and the

knowns are the kinematic (movement) parameters observed. Hence, since the study

of biomechanics entails understanding and calculation of the internal forces (i.e.

muscle forces) of a movement, a technique to accomplish this would be essential to

determine these internal forces. A popular technique for this purpose is called inverse

dynamics. Inverse dynamics involves using kinematic data to calculate forces

(essentially the inverse of forward dynamics).

Because inverse dynamics is of special concern, researchers such as Chao and

Rim (1973), Aleshinsky and Zatsiorsky (1975), Seireg and Arvikar (1973), and

Zatziorsky and Aleshinsky (1976) have attempted various forms of this method.

Typically, these methods involve taking numerical position data and numerically

differentiating the data twice to obtain the velocity and acceleration of the segment.

(As will be discussed in a following section, filtering or smoothing the data is needed

before differentiation so that noise is not accentuated in the position data.) After the

acceleration profiles of the body segments have been determined, the forces and joint

torques acting on the segments are calculated, based on known values for segment

masses, moments of inertia, and external forces. Although this method for

determining the resultant forces and resultant joint torques is a fairly straightforward
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technique, the accuracy of each step must by carefully evaluated because of many

possible errors. Errors such as inaccurate digitization and magnification error through

successive iterations of the video data would introduce noise into the movement

studied causing high and unrealistic accelerations to be present. Also, errors caused by

oversmoothing the position data could cause the calculated acceleration data to have

lower values than what actually occurred. Many simple errors such as these can be

avoided if the original position data is kept as accurate as possible

2.2 Biomechanical and Muscle Models

In reality, all that man has in order to explain nature or scientific phenomena is a

model. Drawings, physical models and analytic models are all examples of models

developed. Using models helps in understanding how a system works. Therefore,

because models can be of value in many ways, mathematical (computer) models of

the human body have provided significant assistance in the study of human movement

and its interaction with the environment. In this way researchers can study how

particular variables of concern will affect the overall output of the system without

having to build a different physical model or to re-conduct an experiment with new

parameters. Just like in all other modeling, the complexity of the mathematical model

will directly affect’ the accuracy of the results. Yet increased accuracy might come at a

large expense (i.e. development time, money, computation time). Furthermore,

understanding how physiologic systems interact will allow for better mathematical

modeling. In this way individual, and complex systems can be studied to further

model the individual systems response and how it interacts with other systems.
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The skeletal model presented is based on the movement of the upper extremity

for f/e at the elbow joint. The elbow joint itself is a relatively easy joint to model if

one assumes it to be a simple hinge (revolute) joint. A geometric elbow model is

shown in Figure 2.1 at various angles. (Realistically all joints have six degrees of

freedom, yet depending on the joint, some degrees of freedom are much more

exaggerated than others.) Some researchers have successfully modeled different parts

of the human upper extremity. For example, the human shoulder joint was modeled

by DeLuca and Forrest (1973) for isometric abduction, and the elbow joint by Yeo

(1976) and Crowningshield (1978) for f/e of the forearm.

Including a model of the human musculotendon actuator (i.e. the human muscle

and tendon) can give more realistic actuator force predictions. Otherwise one must

assume (unrealistically) that the muscle is a perfect force generator (i.e. can attain

any force at any time). Thus, musculotendon modeling is an important link to the

complete understanding of how muscles produce force to coordinate movement.

Muscle models can be divided into two basic classes. The first class includes

molecular models which range in complexity from the simple model of Huxley

(1957) to the more complex representation of Hill (1974). The second class

includes phenomenological models which also range in complexity from the simple

visco-elastic model of Crowe (1970) to the vastly more complex model of Hatze

(1980). For the most part the classic muscle model which is well known by those

involved in muscle modeling is the model developed in the 1930’s by Hill (1938).

Hill included three distinct elements to model the behavior of muscle. These elements

were the contractile element, passive.elastic element and the series elastic element.

Since then other researchers have modified (see Figure 2.2) in one form or another

the classic Hill model to develop a variety of muscle models with various levels of

complexity [e.g. Hatze (1976), Zajac et al. (1986), and Hawkins (1990)].
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FIGURE 2.1 Geometric elbow model depicted at several different

interior angles.
Taken from Woldstad (1989).
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Figure 2.2 Simplified structure of the musculotendon actuator (top).
The muscle model is composed of lumped idealized mechanical

components. These are: series elastic element (SE), passive elastic

element (PE), contractile element (CE), and dashpot element (DE).
Taken from Winters and Woo (1990).
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2.3 Muscle Force Partitioning Techniques

Although calculating the resultant joint torque from the kinematic data is

straightforward, joint torques do not tell anything about how muscles coordinate

movement unless the individual muscle forces that created those joint torques are

known. Therefore, one of the most important aspects of predicting human muscle

forces is the ability to partition the resultant joint torque among the muscles being

considered. This in itself would be a simple solution if one were able to obtain a

number of equations equal to or greater than the number of muscles in question.

However, the redundant nature of the system results in an infinite number of

solutions. Consequently, muscles are often lumped together or reduced by other

similar techniques.

Investigators have employed several methods to deal with this particular

redundancy problem. Some have attempted to use EMG to indicate active muscles;

but as Penrod et al. (1974) pointed out, EMG is hard to interpret quantitatively and

it does not remove enough muscle forces to make the system non-redundant. Some

others, such as Morawski (1973), have made efforts to apply control theories in

order to reduce the human body to a level of a determinate mechanical system. Since

various control strategies are possible, the problem becomes one of selecting the

appropriate optimal control strategy for the particular need, as in the case of

Gracovetsky et al. (1977). For example, in the study of human walking some

investigators have applied a minimum energy control strategy [Beckett and Chang

(1968), Chen and Huang (1970), Chow and Jacobson (1971, 1972, 1974),

Nubar and Contini (1961), and Seireg and Arvikar (1975)]. Yet others have

applied a maximum performance criterion to the control strategy as in Hatze (1980)

and Ghosh and Boykin (1974).
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A redundant system requires a method by which one can solve the number of

unknowns presented. The method should provide a physiologically accurate division

of the resultant joint torques between the muscles desired. Although simpler methods

to solve the redundancy of the system can be used, (such as equalizing stress based on

physiologic cross-sectional area of a muscle (PSA), as in the present

experimentations) some sort of control theory with an appropriate cost function

appears to serve better in partitioning the joint torques among appropriate muscles.

Because different cost functions will predict different forces in the muscles, the

effectiveness of different cost functions must be considered. Patriarco et al. (1981),

for example, compared different cost functions during human gait.

Although all of these efforts have worked toward predicting realistic muscular

forces, each partitions the resultant joint torque differently. Because this difference is

not surprising in itself (since different cost functions were used), the question comes

down to this: How does the human body actually partition or recruit the muscle forces

for movement? Does the body have distinct schemes depending on the performance

requirement? Questions such as these still need to be fully answered for

understanding of human movement to progress.



3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES USED TO GATHER KINEMATIC AND

EMG DATA

3.1 Instrumentation and Experimental Set-Up

In order to conduct preliminary experimentation on modeling of elbow f/e,

planning was mandatory for successfully completing the project in a reasonable time

frame. Along with this planning was the coordination of acquiring and setting up the

precise equipment needed to record the desired movement of the elbow and the

electromyogram (EMG) of the major muscles selected. Knowing this, a data-

acquisition arrangement was put together to record the elbow kinematics and EMG

activity. The components of this arrangement are described below.

3.1.1 List of Equipment

For these experiments, the instrumentation used to record the movement was as

follows:

a) Two NAC high speed video recording cameras (200 frames/second);

b) A Sony special effects generator and monitoring system from which to

monitor the two video cameras simultaneously to verify what was being

recorded;

c) A standard one-half inch video cassette;

d) Two flood lights for better lighting and visualization of the surface

markers on the video tape;

e) Reflective surface markers for ease of digitizing the movement on the

video;
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f) An analog timing device to synchronize the video to the EMG data

being gathered;

g) An electrogoniometer for measuring planar joint displacement (non-

video experiment).

For the sampling and recording of the EMG, the following equipment was used:

a) Bipolar EMG surface electrodes for each major muscle (biceps brachii,

triceps brachii, brachioradialis, brachialis, pronator teres);

b) Rubbing alcohol and abrasive cloth to clean the skin of the subject for

less resistance while using EMG electrodes;

c) Wire clips and connecting wires (clips to BNC) from electrodes to the

EMG amplifier and then to the analog to digital board on the computer;

d) An amplifier to amplify the EMG signal for recording;

e) A Data Translation Board (Trademark) to convert the analog signal

received by the electrodes to digital format for computer storage of the

EMG;

f) An 80286 personal computer (IBM AT) for the storage and

manipulation of all the digital data taken from the EMG electrodes;

8) A hand weight or wrist weight used to increase the inertial load (thus

creating larger EMG amplitudes and muscle forces).

3.1.2 Layout of Lab Room

The lab room was arranged in a way that would be most convenient to both the

video recording and the EMG recording. Figure 3.1 shows the layout of the room
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with the high-speed video cameras placed about 70 degrees radially from each other

and about ten feet away from the subject at eye level. Behind the subject was the "DT

2801 Series Data Translation A-D Board" and the computer used in the EMG

collection. In at least one camera the EMG/video synchronizer (analog timing

device) was recorded so that the digitizer would know at what point to begin the

digitization process. The timing signal was fed into one channel of the A-D board so

that the EMG could be synchronized with the video tape.

3.1.2 Subject Preparation

Volunteer subjects were used for all three experiments. The three volunteers

selected as subjects were males between the ages of 21 and 26. They were all judged

to be of normal musculature and normal bone structure so the calculated

anthropometric data would be relevant (Table 3.2). The subjects were instructed in

the task by explaining and then demonstrating the elbow movement which they were

to perform. When the subject understood the task, surface EMG electrodes were

attached to his skin surface over the relevant muscles to be monitored. To minimize

electrical resistance to the EMG signal from the skin, the skin area was cleansed and

slightly abraded using a roughcloth and alcohol solution. Positioning of the electrodes

was done over the belly of the muscle desired. The EMG output was then checked by

short isometric bursts to confirm proper recording and minimization of 60-Hz noise.

The wires coming from the electrodes were also fastened securely to the upper-

extremity to minimize movement artifacts. In the two filming experiments, markers

were attached to the subject using double-faced adhesive tape. Also, for the filming

experiments, the subject was placed in a hard chair with a weight in the hand ready to
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Figure 3.1 Layout of room during video sessions
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flex and extend his elbow directly in front of him parallel to the midsagittal plane. If

the subject was in the electrogoniometer (elgon) study, after the EMG electrodes

were secured, the subject was situated next to a table top elgon which had a lever arm

attached to a vertical shaft. The elgon was at the subject’s shoulder level and the

subject flexed and extended his elbow in the horizontal plane (Figure 3.2).

c2.3.2 Data Collection

Two distinct sets of data were collected during the experiment. Kinematic data

were collected for analysis of the movement generated and EMG data for comparison

with the muscle force patterns predicted.

c 3.3.2.1 Kinematic Data

In the first twd experiments the kinematic data were recorded by video taping

the movement of the upper-extremity. This recording fitted the entire picture for each

camera into one screen. A NAC Incorporated HVS-200 high speed video system

was used for the video trials. The system consisted of two high speed cameras with a

recording mechanism and a video monitor. The two cameras were located at

approximately 70-degrees radially to each other and parallel to the subject’s eye level.

The cameras were adjusted to record only the "workspace" needed by the entire arm

during the experiment. The video data were collected at a full camera rate capacity

(200 Hz) in order to have several digitizing options available. Another advantage of

using full camera rate capacity was to analyze quick movement, or to further scrutinize
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Figure 3.2 Electrogoniometer set-up with components
of laboratory measurement system
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slower movement. Although the kinematic recording could have been accomplished in

other ways (i.e. accelerometers), video recording with high speed cameras provides a

fairly easy, accurate, real time visual representation of the movement. It was quite

beneficial to record the cameras’ images on one video tape using a split screen format

(Figure 4.2). This allowed the digitizing operator, during the manual digitization

step, to bring up a video frame and digitize each camera’s image. This type of visual

representation was not only useful for further visual analysis when important

questions arose such as "Does the EMG appear to correspond to the video?", but it also

allowed the convenience of being able to see the actual video along side the final

computer graphical representation of the same movement in real time (see section on

visual representation via computer graphics).

Spherical reflective markers were attached at key locations on the upper-

extremity for the purpose of locating joint centers for the kinematic analysis. These

reflective markers were strategically placed on the upper-extremity so that the

movement of the upper-extremity could be clearly seen on both of the video split

screens. The reflective markers for the video trials were at these locations (Figure

3.3) on the upper-extremity (greater tubercle of shoulder joint, capitulum of elbow

joint, center of wrist joint, knuckle of the second digit, styloid process of radius on

lateral extreme of wrist, and styloid process of ulna on medial extreme of wrist). The

reflective markers clearly stood out on both video recording screens and greatly

assisted in the digitization of the video.

Calibration of the video equipment was necessary so that the position of the

upper extremity in 3-D space could be known for kinematic evaluation. To insure

this calibration, ten markers were recorded in which the orientation of one marker to

the next was known in 3-D space. The recording of these markers was crucial to

the program that reconstructed the video taped 2-D data (see section on
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reconstruction). The position of these markers on each of the two video screens

allowed the reconstruction program to determine the Direct Linear Transformation

(DLT) calibration constants. This reconstruction was possible because the

reconstruction program was designed to conform to a specific set of calibration

markers for which it was designed.

Along with the markers, a weighted hanging "plumb’ line with two markers was

recorded on the video. This was done so that a vertical line, which represented the

line of action of gravity, could be digitized and calculated. Knowing the line of action

for gravity was important in order to calculate how gravity was affecting the

movement of the arm.

Additionally some other adjustments were done. These included orienting the

cameras correctly to the "workspace", insuring proper lighting so that all relevant

markers were visible, and also positioning the lighting so no excessively bright spots

would impair the digitization of the reflective markers.

3.2.2 Electromyographic Data and Synchronization

The second set of data consisted of the electromyogram (EMG) for each muscle

considered. The electromyogram consists of a graphical record of the activation of the

muscle which results from its neural innervation at the motor end plate.

The EMG signals were taken from upper-extremity muscles among which the

resultant joint torque was to be partitioned. The EMG and kinematic data were

gathered simultaneously so that the movement could be related to the muscle’s EMG

activity. To obtain an accurate EMG record from each muscle, surface electrodes were

attached directly over the belly of the selected muscle. It was important to obtain a
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FIGURE 3.3 Location of Ping-pong ball markers for video

Experimental
Anatomical outline taken from Wynn and Elson (1977)
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good contact with the subject’s skin to record the best EMG possible. It was also

important to keep the electrode wires stationary relative to the arm to

prevent/minimize movement artifact.

The EMG was gathered from at least these primary elbow crossing muscles in all

the trials for the upper-extremity: biceps, brachialis, brachioradialis, triceps and possibly

the pronator teres being the fifth. The sampling rate of the EMG was gathered at

1000 Hertz using a Series DT2BOI Data Translation A-D board and accompanying

software or a R-C Electronics EGAA (Enhanced Graphics Acquisition & Analysis)

system.

In previous experimental rehearsals done, when the upper-extremity was given

no additional weight, the muscles produced small EMG amplitudes. Hence, it was

beneficial to put a mass in the hand of the subject, or on his wrist (e.g. wrist

weights), to produce higher amplitudes in the EMG recording. These large amplitudes

assisted in determining the muscle’s activation levels.

The synchronization of the EMG with the video tape was of critical importance

during the video experimental trials. The synchronization was accomplished by using

a binary LED clock which provided pulses to the A-D collection system and was

simultaneously video taped. In this way the position data could be aligned with the

EMG, allowing both sets of data to be synchronized.

3.3 Electromyogram Data Manipulation

3.3.1 EMG Filtering

The next step in the process was to filter the EMG signals. Because EMG

signals are in the order of microvolts, amplification was necessary prior to digital
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recording. A by product of this amplification was that a considerable amount of noise

was also amplified (especially 60-hertz noise caused by florescent lighting). Because

elbow movement was occurring during the sampling of the raw EMG signal, low-

frequency movement artifact also influenced the recording by distorting the base line

of the EMG. The majority of the EMG data had some evidence of both noise and

movement artifact. Therefore, a band-stop filter within the ranges of 58-62 hertz

was applied to remove 60-hertz noise and a band-pass filter (cutoffs at 20 and 450

Hertz) was also applied to remove movement artifact. Applying these two filters then

gave a fairly accurate EMG signal for the subsequent process of rectifying and low-

pass filtering.

3.3.2 EMG Rectifying and Low-Pass Filterin

Once the EMG has been filtered, the signal was then full-wave rectified. This

rectification process made each signal value positive relative to the overall signal mean.

The rectified signal was then low-pass filtered to yield a smooth trajectory. {The

EMG data from the video experiments were low-pass filtered (cutoff 5 hertz) and

the EMG from elgon studies were not.} The EMG was rectified to compare the

EMG with the force predictions of the computer algorithm. In the latter two

experiments the EMG was normalized to itself. The normalized EMG was then

compared with the normalized (to itself) predicted muscle force pattern for each

muscle (see results).
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3.4 Kinematic Data Manipulation

3.4.1 Digitization Process

The video kinematic data were first constructed as digital 2-D coordinates. To

accomplish this, the recorded image was replayed on a computer workstation that was

connected to a video editing station. The digitizing process required replaying the split

screen 2-D video (Figure 4.2) frame-by-frame on the video editing station, then

copying the image to the computer digitizing screen. Freezing the exact image on the

computer digitizing screen allowed the manual digitization of all the reflective markers

that were located on the upper-extremity. The system used to digitize the movement

data was a Grinnell computer workstation. Using this system a frozen video frame

could be reproduced on the computer screen to digitize the position markers with a

light pen. The numerically represented positions were then saved on the computer

disk.

3.4.2 Smoothing and Noise Elimination

Inherent in the digitization process is the introduction of noise/error into the

numerical data. This error tends to be much greater, due to operator error, if the

digitization is done manually over many tedious repetitions. The digitization process

yields sharp, high frequency (at digitizing rate) noise, even during actual smooth

movement of the reflective marker. A low-pass frequency filtering routine was

applied to the initial numerical data to eliminate this high frequency noise. This low-

pass filtering is particularly important since during differentiation of the numerical

data, noise is accentuated in the velocity and acceleration profiles.
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Lombrozo et al. (1988) compared several techniques of filtering or smoothing

of the noise in human motion data. From his studies it was determined that a simple

smoothing or low-pass filter algorithm method was sufficient to eliminate the high

frequency noise. The choice of filtering frequency is crucially important (Lombrozo et

al. 1988). The filtering frequency should not over-smooth the data as peak

accelerations would be notched, greatly affecting the muscle force predictions. On the

other hand, under-smoothing the data would also yield unrealistic acceleration peaks

and distort the muscle force predictions. Coming up with this filtering frequency

therefore took into consideration the motion being studied (slow to moderate elbow

movement as opposed to very rapid movement). The chosen low-pass filter cut-off

frequency for the elbow f/e was 6-hertz.

3.4.3 Reconstruction to 3-D Coordinates

Because the video cameras record motion in two-dimensions (2-D) giving

digitized numerical kinematic data in 2-D format, it was necessary to transform all

the data collected in order to represent the kinematic motion in terms of three-

dimensional (3-D) data. To define a point in 3-D space, at least two distinct sets

of 2-D coordinates are needed. The procedure of converting the two sets of 2-D

data into one set of 3-D data is called reconstruction. Reconstruction of the data was

accomplished using the computer algorithm developed by Humphrey (1989), based

on the widely known DLT (Direct Linear Transformation) method.
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3.4,4 Transformation of XYZ-Coordinates to Angular data

The next step was to transform the 3-D position data to relative joint angles.

This transformation expressed the movement of the upper-extremity in terms of the

degrees of freedom of the arm. Therefore, since the upper-extremity has seven (7)

degrees of freedom from the shoulder to the wrist, the transformation of the 3-D data

to angular data resulted in seven distinct angles that described the position of the

upper-extremity. The seven degrees of freedom of the arm are shown in Figure 3.4.

Although the transformation of the 3-D numerical kinematic data to relative joint

angles was done for the 7 degrees of freedom, this experiment only needed one degree

of freedom for elbow flexion.

This transformation also calculated the angular velocity and angular acceleration

for each of the seven degrees of freedom based on the created angular positional data.

This numerical differentiation was easily calculated, since the time difference between

each frame of data was known and remained constant.

3.4.5 Kinematic Analysis and Presentation

Once the digitization, smoothing, reconstruction, and transformation of the

kinematic data was accomplished, the final kinematic results were compared to the video

tape to verify the following: (1) The transformation to the angular data was accurate;

(2) the correct angular reference was used; and (3) the correct angular orientation was

used (i.e. cw, ccw). The verification was done visually by comparing the kinematic

positional plot to the video tape on a television monitor. Another method used was to

feed the 3-D positional data points into a computer graphics stick-figure model of the

arm which was developed by Wood (1990). This allowed the visual comparison of the
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FIGURE 3.4 Seven angles used to describe the seven degrees-of-
freedom of the human arm.

Taken from Wood (1990).
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actual computer stick model and the video on identical time frames. Visually

comparing these two images quickly confirmed that the manipulation of the position

data had not altered the accuracy of the recorded elbow f/e movement.

Plots were then made of the angular positions, angular velocities and angular

accelerations of the elbow f/e. These plots helped in understanding how position,

velocity, and acceleration of the segments were related to the resultant joint torques

and muscular forces which were predicted.

3.5 Inverse Dynamic Analysis of Data

The angular results were then applied to the anatomical model of the elbow joint.

The anatomical computer model for the elbow joint was very simple, since the interest

was only in f/e of the elbow joint. Therefore the anatomical model chosen was a

simple hinge (revolute) joint. This model also took into account all anthropometric

data related to the parameters of the upper extremity.

3.5.1 Anthropometric Data Required

Because the experiments involved different subjects, individual muscle parameters

were needed for each individual based on the subject’s height and weight. The

published data [Winter (1979), Seireg and Arvikar (1989)] (Table 3.1) relate

upper-extremity parameters to an individual’s height and weight. For each individual,

this anthropometric data can give weight, length, moment-of-inertia, and center-of-

gravity of the subjects hand, forearm, and upper arm (Figure 3.5, Table 3.1, for

subject data in Table 3.2). This data was important in the calculation of how the
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weight of the arm opposed the movement (if the movement of elbow f/e was not

perpendicular to the gravity vector).

Gross parameter data was measured from the subject. The data consisted of the

distance between elbow joint and center of gravity of the wrist weights, subjects

weight and height for anthropometric calculations.

3.5.2 Muscle Parameters Required

Muscle parameters were necessary to predict individual muscle force patterns.

Therefore it was imperative that accurate individual muscle parameters be obtained for

all the muscles considered in the dynamic model. Two muscle physiologic parameters

were needed. The first parameter was the muscle’s moment arm. The moment arm

is typically taken with respect to the joint center and is a function of joint

displacement. A muscle’s moment arm can be calculated from the muscle’s origin and

insertion points (assuming a straight line for the muscle force between points).

Moment arms are necessary for the calculation of individual muscle forces. Data for

muscle moment arms were obtained from An et al. (1981) for each muscle analyzed.

Because An et al. (1981) gave only the moment arm for each muscle at three

positions of elbow extension, the points given were curve fitted with a second order

least squares equation. The equations determined were then used in the computer

program which calculated the predicted forces. These equations may be found as

function statements at the end of the computer program in Appendix A.

The second parameter required in the analysis was the muscle’s physiologic

cross-sectional area (PSA). This parameter was also taken from An et al. (1981).

The parameter of muscle cross-sectional area is obtained by taking the volume of the
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muscle and dividing it by its appropriate resting length. Having the PSA parameter

allowed the computer algorithm to assume "equal muscle stress" for partitioning the

calculated resultant joint torque among the muscles being considered.

3.5.3 Inverse Dvnamic Analvsis Routine

The inverse dynamics analysis routine was a "static" analysis of the elbow f/e.

That is, for each instant in time the movement was considered to be in "dynamic

equilibrium" with appropriate velocity and acceleration components. Time was only

used in the calculation of angular velocity and acceleration of elbow f/e. Upon

obtaining this kinematic data, anthropometries, and muscle parameters were used to

predict individual muscle forces, an inverse dynamic analysis routine for the elbow

was designed and implemented for partitioning the resultant joint torques. The

inverse dynamic routine consisted of predicting the individual muscle forces acting on

the arm, by first calculating the joint torques that were necessary for the specific

movement pattern observed (position, velocity and acceleration) of the elbow.

3.6 Partitioning of Muscle Forces

Until this point all that has been done in the modeling process is fairly

straightforward. But, because the human body is a mechanically redundant system,

(i.e. more muscles exist than what is physically necessary to move) there are more

unknowns than there are equations of motion. Therefore, the single most important

issue in this modeling is the partitioning of the forces in a way that is both
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FIGURE 3.5 Body segment lengths expressed as a fraction of body
height, H.

Taken from Winter (1979)
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Anthropometric Data
Taken from Winter (1979)

SEC VEIQTT/ entrn; OF KASS/ 1ADIUS OF CTXATI0B/ DEXSITT
SEQSEXT Dznxmo« TOT BOOT VT StCHEXT LXXm SECXEXT LEKCTH

nox DIST CatC FTCI DIST

Hand Vrlat Axla /Xnuckla II Klddla Fincer .006 K .506 .454 F .257 .587 .577 X 1.16

Forearn Elbow AxLa/Ulnar Styloid .016 X .430 .570 F .303 . 526 . 647 M 1.13

Vppcr Ara Clcnokuacral Axla/ElSou Axla .028 X .436 .564 F .322 .542 .645 X 1.07

Forcara 4 Band Elbov AxLa/Ulnar Styloid .022 X .682 .318 F .468 .827 .565 F 1.14

Total Ara Clcaohwcral Jolnt/Ulnar Styloid .050 K .530 .470 F .368 .645 .556 F 1.11

Foot Lateral Xallaolua/Baad Matataraal II .0145 X .50 .so F .475 .650 .650 F 1.10
Shank Fcaoral Goodylea/Had Lal Kallaolua .0465 B .433 .547 f .302 .528 .643 X 1.05

ThLfh Greater Trochanter/Tenor al Condyles .100 M .433

Foot 4 Shank Fcaoral Goodylaa/Nadlal Kallaolua .061 X .606 .354 F .416 .735 .572 F 1.09

Total La< Greater Trochanter/HadLal Kallaolua .161 M .447 .553 F .326 .560 .650 F 1.06

TABLE 3.2

Subject Age, Weight, and Hei ght

Subject: A B c

Age (yrs) 26 21 21

Height (in) 74 68 67

Weight (lbs) 165 170 147

TABLE 3.1
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mechanically accurate and physiologically realistic. "Mechanically accurate" means that

the known resultant joint torques can be reconstructed from the predicted individual

muscle forces. "Physiologically realistic" means that the division should at least be

consistent with the EMG records. Although the torque could be partitioned in an

infinite number of ways between the muscles and still produce the resultant joint

torque, only one partitioning solution can be "true" for any individual for any given

trial. As detailed in the literature survey, several different partitioning techniques using

"objective cost functions" have been attempted by investigators in this field of research.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, different methods tried by researchers in an attempt

to partition the resultant joint torque have been to equalize muscle cross-sectional

stress, minimize the sum of the muscular stresses, lump muscles together, or minimize

joint stresses. Because the understanding of how the body performs its own muscle

force partitioning is limited, several partitioning techniques have been attempted by

researchers in the field (see Chapter 2). These different attempts have all given

different results, as would be expected. In this study, a computer algorithm was used

to partition the resultant joint torques, equating stress in all of the muscles using

physiological cross-sectional area. This theory basically assumes all muscles equalize

their stress which causes larger muscles to have larger forces than smaller muscles.

Along with this, co-contraction was assumed to be zero in the elbow f/e model.

The data obtained from the kinematics, weight, length, center-of-mass and

moment-of-inertia of the upper-extremity were used to calculate the resultant joint

torque. The resultant joint torques were then distributed using equal cross-section

stress to predict the forces of each of the individual muscles.
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For each time increment this process was followed:

Assuming equal cross-sectional stress (Sm ),

Sm = sbic = Sbra= sbrd,

Therefore,

Sm = Fbic / PSAfric = Fbra / PSAfrra = Fbrd / PSAfrrd

Where: PSA = Physiologic cross-Sectional Area, and

Fbic = Force in the Biceps, etc.

Summing the moments about the elbow joint and setting them equal to the

Moment of Inertia times angular acceleration gives:

X MAm i) +27 Fexjx Xj) +(WxXk )- lx a

Where: = Force in muscle i

MA mi = Moment Arm in muscle i

Fex
j = External force applied to the arm.

Xjjc = Perpendicular distance of force to elbow joint (moment arm).

W = Weight of forearm and hand (anthropometric data).

I = Moment of Inertia of Forearm and Hand (anthropometric data).

a = Angular acceleration of elbow f/e.

The equalized stress (Sm ) is:

Sm = fix a- Xj)] - ( Wx Xk )} /Z( PSAi x MAmi)

And the individual muscle force is:

F™i =Sm x PSAi

A more complete understanding of how the muscles partition the work load

during dynamic movement will never be possible until there is some way to physically

monitor muscle forces in conjunction with movement. Currently one of the best

ways known is to use EMG to qualitatively compare predicted muscle forces and force
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patterns. The method is to gather both EMG and movement data, normalize both sets

of final data to themselves and compare the patterns of both the EMG and the

predicted muscle force patterns. This allowed for a visual comparison of the

trajectories/envelopes of both data sets when graphed as a function of time. This

comparison showed similar patterns in the EMG and predicted muscle.



4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Once the numerical data and biological parameters were gathered and data

manipulation concluded, these were used to determine individual muscle force patterns.

The force pattern calculated by the inverse dynamic computer algorithm was compared

with the integrated EMG for each specific muscle. Data were collected from three

separate experiments with each session containing one or two distinct trials as

follows:

Experiment#! - Video Session #1 (VS#l)

One trial (VS#l-T1)

Experiment#2 - Video Session #2 (VS#2)

Two trials (VS#2-T1 and VS#2-T2)

Experiment#3 - Elgon Session

Two trials (ET-1 and ET-2)

Each of these experiments yielded "reasonable” qualitative individual muscular force

pattern predictions consistent with integrated EMG records.

Because EMG amplitude is associated with the intensity of muscular contraction,

EMG was chosen to qualitatively verify the predicted muscular forces. The verification

attempt was not based on a quantitative relationship between muscle force and EMG,

{as others have done [Lawrence and DeLuca (1983), Seigler et al. (1985)]}, but

used the integrated EMG for a qualitative (verses quantitative) comparison with the

predicted muscular forces. Simple visual analysis helped in understanding the

qualitative correlation. In future experiments, attempts will be made to establish a
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quantitative relationship between the predicted muscular force pattern and the

integrated EMG.

Following are the force pattern results for each experiment. The results will

show the specifics of each experiment and how well a qualitative relationship between

predicted muscle force pattern and integrated EMG emerged.

4.1 Video Studv I (Experiment #1

4.1.1 Description of Experiment # 1

The first experiment used the video technique previously described to determine

the upper-extremity kinematics. This trial was conducted with subject A (Table

3.2) as the subject held a 12 pound shot in his right hand. For this experiment the

right arm was selected (subject was right-handed). The 8 channels (Cl-C8) of

recorded EMG’s were the biceps brachii (BIC), brachialis (BRA), brachioradialis

(BRD), pronator teres (PRO), medial head of the triceps brachii (TMD), lateral head

of the triceps brachii (TLA), long head of the triceps brachii (TLG), and the

supinator (SUP) muscles respectively (Figure 4.1). Additionally a timing trigger

was recorded on channel A (CA) for later synchronization of the video with the

EMG data. The EMG signals were gathered for a time interval of 8 seconds using

the previously described method of EMG acquisition.

The subject was prepared by securing visual markers (white Ping-pong balls) to

the skin over locations consisting of the naval, superstemal notch, shoulder, elbow,

wrist, knuckle, lateral extreme of wrist, and the medial extreme of wrist (Figure 4.2).

The markers were used for digitization on the Grinnell computer workstation. In the
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video for this first experiment, the timing device can be seen in both split screens

(Figure 4.2), (analog light flashes for each pulse sent to A/D board). The real time

clock recorded at the top of the video indicated session and time duration of the

session.

Subject A was instructed to perform a series of forearm pronation/supination

(p/s) as well as a series of elbow flexion/extension (f/e). This latter movement

occurred in a sagittal plane which intersected his shoulder joint. No predetermined

rates were established for the movement of the elbow f/e. Subject A was instructed

to perform at a comfortable speed without causing fatigue. In this first experiment,

the resulting upper-extremity movement was a series of 10 forearm p/s followed

immediately by a series of 5 elbow f/e. The video digitizing was done for 5 seconds

at a rate of 20 frames per second starting with forearm p/s movement. Since the

selected 5 seconds of video that were digitized consisted primarily of forearm p/s, the

analysis included the slight elbow f/e during the forearm p/s. In addition to the f/e

in the forearm p/s, the end of the 5 seconds of digitized data showed one elbow

flexion and a partial elbow extension that were also analyzed.

4.1.2 Results of Experiment #1

Figure 4.3 shows the trajectory of the angular position of the elbow as defined

by Figure 4.5. Figure 4.3 also shows the elbow was oscillating between 280 - 300

degrees for the first 78 frames (20 frames/second). This corresponds well with p/s

since during this time the elbow joint was moving in small angular increments. The

last 21 frames indicate a full flexion and a partial extension.
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Figure 4.1 Graphical representation of raw data collected for

Experiment#!
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Figure 4.4 shows the elbow’s f/e angular acceleration. The angular acceleration

of the elbow’s f/e was calculated to be between +/- 550 during the p/s

stage, and between -740 through 1100 for the "pure" elbow f/e. If the

angular velocities and angular acceleration obtained is compared with past research

[Barr and Abraham (1987), Lombrozo et al. (1988)] reveals, the values calculated

in this experiment fall well within the order of magnitude expected for human

movement of simple elbow f/e.

Figure 4.6 shows the calculated force trajectories for the flexor muscles BRA,

BRD, BIC, PRO. The individual muscles produced different forces, with a similar

pattern of the force throughout the movement, because the partitioning method

separates the resultant joint torque proportionately among the muscles depending only

on each muscle cross-sectional area (see section on Muscle Force Partitioning). Note

that muscle recruitment patterns for the movement were not considered in the inverse

dynamics computer algorithm for calculating muscle forces.

Quantitatively, these were the range of force results for the forearm p/s portion

of the movement:

BRA: 50 - 71 (all in pounds force)

BIC: 35 - 47

PRO: 25 - 35

BRD:11 - 15

Total of Flexors: 106 - 168

For the "pure" elbow flexion and the partial extension all flexor muscles reached

the maximum values just described and the triceps reached a value of 178.2 pounds

(Figure 4.7) for the phase of the extension where the center of gravity for the shot

and the lower arm moved horizontally past the elbow joint. If this had not occurred



Figure 4.2 Video picture of experiment#! indicating key items
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Figure 4.5 Reference for Experiment#! of angular position of elbow.
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the triceps force calculated would have been minimal to none because of the slow

movement of the extension therefore causing gravity to naturally extend the arm.

(Note: The upper arm extended 30 degrees forward from the vertical axis (body’s

vertical axis in this case), causing the forearm and shot center of gravity’s horizontal

coordinate to go beyond the horizontal coordinate of the elbow joint during full

flexion.)

Having predicted the muscular forces, verification of the forces was now

attempted by comparing the pattern of muscle forces to the rectified and smoothed

EMG. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the rectified and smoothed EMG with respect to the

video frame number for the five muscles considered. Because the EMG was sampled

at 2000 Hz and the video digitized every 50 milliseconds (20 Hz), 100 consecutive

data points of EMG were averaged and compared with the predicted force results.

Due to the similar force patterns and the similarities between the flexor EMG patterns,

the BRA muscle will be compared with the BRA EMG signal since all other

similarities can be seen upon observation. Figure 4.6 shows force peaks occuring at

approximate frame numbers 2, 21, 38, 55, and 75. Figure 4.8, which shows the

EMG for all the flexor muscles, the BRA peaks are observed at approximate frame

numbers 3, 30 (small peak), 51, 70 (small peak),Bl and 91. Although the frame

numbers of the peaks do not precisely match up for a complete correlation between

the EMG and the calculated forces, there are instances where the EMG peaks correlate

with the peak forces (i.e. 2, 51, 70). Despite the fact that this does not prove a

particular electrical muscle activity caused the calculated force, a non-random

relationship is evident.

In contrast the EMG of the triceps (Figure 4.9) shows much more activity than

the triceps muscle force graph (Figure 4.7) indicates. The reason for little triceps

force prediction is because the computer algorithm assumes no antagonist muscle
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forces, that is, it assumes that extensor muscles have a value of zero when flexion is

taking place or when gravity produces enough force to cause the angular acceleration.

This assumption, as human physiology has shown, is invalid. Human movements

have antagonist forces so that smoother more accurate motions are possible. In this

first experiment the triceps activity during forearm p/s, as shown in the EMG, is

simply of antagonist forces. This antagonist activity of the triceps was producing

enough force to counteract some of the flexor force produced by the flexor muscles

during the forearm p/s. Therefore the EMG of the triceps does not correlate to the

triceps force calculated except for possibly the last peak shown at frame 91.

4,1.3 Conclusions for Experiment #1

From experiment#!, calculation of angular position, velocity, and acceleration for

elbow f/e produced reasonable values for the movement being studied when compared

to Barr and Abraham (1897). Also, force predictions for the muscles used in elbow

flexion showed reasonable magnitudes for the amount of weight involved and for the

rate at which f/e was occurring. Further, in verifying the predicted forces with the

EMG, there was an apparent qualitative relationship but not complete correlation

between the muscle forces predicted and the EMG. Predicted triceps muscle forces

were difficult to impossible to compare with the triceps EMG since the majority of the

movement digitized was forearm p/s and because no antagonist forces were predicted

by the inverse dynamics algorithm.
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As was inferred from these results, it was evident that the experiment needed to

be repeated so that the experiment could have segments of ’pure’ elbow f/e and ’pure’

forearm p/s. This first experiment gave more insight regarding what to alter and

emphasize in studying elbow f/e. The following Video Study II shows a much more

carefully defined laboratory session for the study of elbow f/e.

4.2 Video Study II (Experiment #2

The second experiment consisted of duplicating the objectives of Experiment#!

while using the experience learned to construct a better laboratory session.

4.2.1 Description of Experiment #2

This second experiment consisted of video taping the movement of the elbow

f/e without involving any forearm p/s. For experiment#!, the movement of the

upper-extremity was confined to the sagittal plane and intersecting the shoulder joint.

Subject B (Table 3.2) was selected as the participant for experiment#!. The

improvements between this experimental session and experiment#! were:

a) EMG’s for fewer muscles were gathered.

b) Markers were relocated for easier digitizing and joint angle calculations.

c) Elbow f/e movement was separated from forearm p/s. (No forearm

p/s was analyzed.)

d) Different angular velocities of elbow f/e were filmed and digitized for

analysis.
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e) The hand weight was changed from the 12-pound shot to a 6.6-

pound (3-Kg dumbbell style) hand weight.

The reasons behind most of the changes made were for simplification of the

experimental process. The respective reasons were:

a) The analysis only needed major muscles involved in elbow f/e,

therefore other muscles such as pronator teres could be eliminated from

consideration. The 3 heads of the triceps muscle were lumped together

for simplicity because they tend to act simultaneously.

b) Fewer markers were needed because only elbow f/e was the movement

to be studied. These fewer and more visible markers allowed for faster

manual digitization.

c) Elbow f/e was isolated since in Experiment#! some muscle action

contributed to forearm p/s, causing a concern over which degree of

freedom the muscle contribution was controlling.

d) More sessions of elbow movement were recorded to study the effect of

elbow f/e angular velocity on muscle force prediction.

e) The hand weight was changed for two reasons. One, the subject could

more easily hold the weight. Two, this lighter weight assured that the

subject did not become fatigued during the recording session.

4.2.2 Results of Experiment #2

The changes incorporated into Experiment#! allowed much more data to be

analyzed. In this experiment several trials were conducted with varying rates of elbow
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f/e. All trials were video taped at full camera rate capacity (200 frames/second) and

the trials were numbered as they were recorded. From the six elbow f/e recorded

trials, two were chosen for analysis. Each trial was 3 seconds in length. EMG was

gathered at 1000 Hertz using a Series 2801 Data Translation A-D Board and the

video was gathered at 200 Hertz. The first trial was labeled VS#2-T1 (Video

Study#2 - Trial 1) and the second was VS#2-T2 (Video Study#2 - Trial 2).

Kinematic data were again digitized from the videotapes using the Grinnell

workstation at a rate of 20 frames per second. The digitized data from the camera

perpendicular to the plane of elbow f/e were reconstructed to calculate the position of

the forearm with respect to the upper arm (interior elbow angle). Figure 4.10 shows

VS#2-T1 of the low-pass filtered data (cutoff at 5 Hz) of the angular position

(interior angle) of the elbow. Figure 4.10 shows that the subject in this session

never fully extended his arm, otherwise the graph would show angular positions close

to 180 degrees. Also, the subject did two and one-half elbow f/e in the 3 second

experimental session (~0.8 Hz). The position data was then numerically

differentiated twice to obtain the angular velocity and angular acceleration as shown in

Figures 4.11 and 4.12 respectively. Examination of these calculated angular velocities

and angular accelerations show that they are well within the order of magnitude for

elbow f/e when when compared to Barr and Abraham (1987) and Lombrozo et al.

(1988).

The EMG for VS#2-T1 was manipulated by following a series of steps:

a) The EMG data were synchronized with the video digitized data by using

the timing device previously selected.

b) The EMG was given a zero mean.

c) The EMG data were put through a numerical bandpass filter in which

the cutoffs were set at 20 and 450 hertz.
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d) To eliminate 60 hertz noise the EMG data were put through a bandstop

filter with cutoffs at 58-62 hertz.

e) The Root Mean Square (RMS) of the EMG data were taken at every

50 milliseconds.

f) The final step was to normalize each muscle’s EMG with respect to its

maximum RMS.

Using the inverse dynamics computer algorithm (Appendix A), muscle forces

were predicted by using the angular position and angular acceleration data with

appropriate subject parameters. The predicted muscle force pattern was normalized

with respect its own maximum value for a comparison with the normalized EMG.

Figure 4.13 shows the results calculated for the normalized predicted muscle

force pattern of the flexor muscles and the normalized EMG data for the biceps

(BIC), brachialis (BRA), and brachioradialis (BRD). Figure 4.13 clearly shows a

qualitative correlation between predicted muscle force patterns and the EMG patterns.

The greatest correlation is that the RMS of the EMG for each flexor muscle peaks at

the same time or slightly before the muscle force peaks. These results show that in

VS#2-T1 the muscle force prediction qualitatively corresponds well with each flexor

muscle’s EMG.

Figure 4.14 shows the results of the triceps muscle’s normalized EMG and the

normalized predicted force pattern. Again, because no antagonist muscle forces were

predicted, the triceps (TRI) muscle is zero when the flexor muscles are active. Figure

4.14 shows considerable triceps EMG activity throughout the experimental session.

Much of this, as stated previously, is due to the antagonist forces in the triceps muscle.

Nevertheless, two EMG peaks appear to occur during the approximate time interval

the muscle force in the triceps was calculated to be active. This visual correlation is
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not as explicit as for the flexor muscles. Because the correlation for the triceps muscle

was not distinctive enough, further analysis between the two were not considered.

For VS#2-T2 all processes were the same as in VS#2-T1 except for the

following items:

a) The subject was asked to increase the rate of elbow f/e to twice the

rate of VS#2-Tl.

b) Instead of using EMG RMS, the EMG for each muscle was rectified

then low-passed at a cutoff of 6 hertz to create an envelope of the

activity.

Figures 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17 show the elbow angular position, angular velocity,

and angular acceleration respectively. Figure 4.15 shows that 4-1/4 full elbow f/e

occurred during the 3 second session (~1.5 Hz). The third rise of the angular

acceleration curve (Figure 4.17) shows a slight inflection occurring. This inflection

occurred as the subject was adjusting his forearm velocity to not over shoot the target

extension angle. The effects of this inflection can be traced back through the angular

velocity and angular position graphs. Again these results of joint angular velocity and

angular acceleration are well within reason.

Figure 4.18 shows the normalized predicted muscle force pattern for the flexor

muscles (biceps, brachioradialis, brachialis) and the normalized EMG for each

respective muscle. The maximum force predicted for the muscles were:

BIC 78.8 (all in pounds force)

BRA 119.9

8RD25.7

Total of Flexors 224.4

TRI 436
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Comparing the flexion results of this experiment, VS#2-T2, a strong correlation

between the normalized muscle force pattern and the normalized EMG’s is evident.

Every single EMG trace for all three flexor muscles being analyzed show strong

alignment with the normalized force pattern. Figure 4.18 also shows that as the

experiment proceeded that the peaks of the force pattern and EMG’s start to drift from

each other. This could have occurred because of the EMG sampling equipment and/or

software lags. Still, Figure 4.18 shows a substantial correlation between the muscle

force patterns predicted and the respective muscle’s EMG.

Figure 4.19 shows the normalized muscle force pattern for the triceps and the

triceps normalized EMG. As in Figure 4.18, Figure 4.19 shows EMG peaks

occurring at about the same time interval of the predicted peak muscle force pattern

(maximum difference about 120 msec). As in Figure 4.18 a drift is also seen from

the peak EMG and peak force pattern of the triceps muscle. Synchronization could be

an issue here but is not suspect because the triceps EMG data was synchronized to the

video just as the flexor muscles’ EMG’s were. Figure 4.19 also shows small

secondary peaks occurring between the larger peaks indicating triceps antagonistic

muscle activity. Regardless of the drift in the peaks, the muscle force pattern

prediction shows good visual qualitative correlation with the respective EMG’s.
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4.2.3 Conclusions for Experiment #2

Experiment#! showed a significant amount of improvement over Experiment#!.

This improvement occurred primarily because ’pure’ elbow f/e was recorded in several

sessions, enough to choose the best of the sessions recorded. Also, not having to use

the 2-D to 3-D reconstruction eliminated any error that could have been introduced

during the DLT process.

For Experiment#!, the results of VS#2-T2 showed significantly better results

than VS#2-Tl, especially as it pertained to the visual analysis of the triceps force and

EMG data. The second experiment showed much more conclusively that the use of

video taping human movement and analyzing it through the use of digitization and

numerical analysis routines can provide, if done carefully, meaningful results. The

experience gained through Experiment#! allowed Experiment#! to be analyzed more

efficiently using the previously developed signal processing software and inverse

dynamic algorithm. One much needed improvement is the ability to be able to predict

antagonist muscle forces. This is discussed further in the final conclusions.

4.3 Electrogoniometer Study (Experiment #3)

The objectives for the elgon study were identical to those of the video studies.

They were prediction of individual muscle force patterns for elbow f/e and a

qualitative comparison to the integrated EMG. The advantage gained by using an

elgon instead of video recording to assess the elbow f/e movement is that the elgon

directly produces an analog record of the elbow joint positions. Using the elgon

therefore allows for many steps of the kinematic data acquisition to be skipped that
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would otherwise have been necessary in processing the video recording of the

movement. The one-degree-of-freedom nature of the elbow motion studied made

the use of an elgon particularly attractive. Cases of multi degree-of-freedom

movement are better suited to video recording because it does not restrict movement

as an elgon hardware system may. A schematic of the set-up for the elgon

experiment was shown previously in Figure 3.2.

4.3.1 Description of Experiment #3

Experiment #3 involved using a table top elgon system. Subject C held a lever

arm attached to the shaft of the goniometer and rotated the lever arm. The elgon

produced an analog signal directly proportional to the angular position based on

reference voltages. The subject’s elbow f/e was confined to the horizontal plane at

the height of the subjects shoulder joint. The subject sat in a rigid chair with his upper

arm abducted in the mid-coronal plane to be horizontal (Figure 3.2). The forearm

moved in a horizontal plane during elbow f/e. Subject C also had weights (similar to

aerobic exercise wrist weights) measuring 7-pounds wrapped around his wrist.

These weights, as used before in the video experiments, increased the forearm moment

of inertia and resulted in larger forces and a higher RMS of the collected EMG.

Because the elbow movement was restricted to the horizontal plane, gravity was not a

factor in the movement analysis as it was in the vertical elbow f/e movements in the

video experiments.

EMG were gathered from the biceps brachii, triceps brachii, brachioradialis, and

brachialis muscles. An important technical feature of the elgon sessions was that the

EMG of the four muscles and the elgon position voltage could be measured
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simultaneously by the same data aquisition system. Therfore, no timing device was

needed to synchronize the EMG to the position data. In order to calibrate the elgon

position voltage, reference voltages were taken at 180 and 90 degrees (internal elbow

angle). These reference voltages allowed for conversion (linear) of the measured

voltages to angular position data. All data were gathered at 2000 hertz for 4 seconds,

making a total of 8000 data points for each channel recorded. From the position data,

angular velocity and angular acceleration were calculated.

The subject was allowed to practice the movement after all the surface electrodes

and the wire leads were secured. The subject was instructed to perform two trials of

elbow f/e as rapidly as possible in the 4 seconds of time given.

4.3.2 Results of Experiment #3

Experiment #3 involved two different trials of elbow f/e in the horizontal plane

level with the shoulder. The first trial was labeled ET-1 for Elgon Trial-1, and the

second trial ET-2 for Elgon Trial-2. In both trials subject C (Table 3.2) was asked

to perform 4-6 elbow f/e during the 4 second time period. The subject was allowed

to start the movement just prior to the beginning of data collection. Figures 4.20 and

4.21 show the raw data collected for ET-1 and ET-2, respectively. The raw data

was collected with a R-C Electronics EGAA system. These figures indicate the 5

channels of data that were collected. Channels 1-4 were for the EMG of the biceps,

triceps, brachialis, and brachioradialis respectively. Channel 5 was for recording the

elgon position voltage as the elbow was in motion, hence angular position (Note:

Channel 5 was visually shown above channel 1 in Figures 4.20 and 4.21).
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Figure 4.22 shows channel 5 data that was low-pass filtered at a cutoff of 5

hertz. From this filtered angular position data, the angular velocity and angular

acceleration were calculated. Due to the extreme similarity in the kinematic results

between ET-1 and ET-2, Figures 4.22, and 4.23 show the angular position and

angular acceleration for ET-2. The elbow f/e was at ~1.4 Hz and the interior angle

varied between 177 and 95 degrees. Figure 4.23, angular acceleration, shows a

number of inflections around the peak acceleration values. These inflections could

have occurred because the subject had difficulty maintaining the maximum velocity

desired and also because the subject did not want to overshoot or undershoot the

desired 180 to 90 degree f/e target values. These inflections had small effects on the

predicted force patterns for the flexor muscles but do appear to have a greater effect on

the triceps muscle force pattern.

For ET-1 Figures 4.24, 4.25, and 4.26 show the normalized force prediction

patterns for a flexor muscle and the normalized EMG for the respective biceps,

brachioradialis, and brachialis muscles. The maximum force predicted for these muscle

were:

BIC 171.5 (all in pounds force)

BRA 260.9

8RD 55.9

Total of Flexors 488.3

TRI 252.6

The EMG is shown in these figures as zero-meaned, bandpassed (20-450),

bandstopped (58-62), and rectified. For a comparison of a non low-pass filtered

versus a low-pass filtered EMG, Figure 4.24 was low-passed as previous EMG’s in
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Figure 4.20 Graphical representation of raw data collected for ET-1
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Figure 4.21 Graphical representation of raw data collected for ET-2
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the video experiments, and is shown in Figure 4.27. The low-pass filter did move

the peak of the EMG (possible phase lag due to filter), but did not appear to cause

any consistent peak drift as a function of time.

Figure 4.28 shows the normalized force pattern and EMG for the triceps muscle.

From Figure 4.28 one can tell that the majority of EMG bursts occur after the initial

burst of the predicted force pattern. Because a time alignment was not performed on

this experiment, and the EMG sampling rate was not in question, an assessment was

made that the inherent co-activation of the triceps muscle was initially sufficient to

cause deceleration of the forearm. Another possibility was that the muscles

recruitment could begin by recruiting the large motor units then increase the force by

only increasing the firing rate, thereby increasing EMG amplitude. These assessments

could explain the reason why the majority of the triceps EMG occurs after the initial

burst of predicted triceps force pattern. For ET-2, (Figures 4.29, 4.30, 4.31 and

4.32) the predictions obtained are similar to ET-1.

4.3.3 Conclusions for Experiment #3

In both of these sessions (ET-1, ET-2) the predicted normalized muscle force

pattern bounded the normalized EMG activity. Visual correlation appears to be even

better than the correlation in the last video experiment (VS#2). This qualitative

comparison between the muscle force patterns and EMG does provide credibility to

the force patterns obtained. It was concluded that the predicted muscle force patterns

given by the computer algorithm were similar to the patterns of EMG activity.
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5. FINAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The analysis method presented here for elbow f/e has been shown to be a

feasible and a potentially accurate tool in predicting muscle force patterns. The three

experiments presented each provided insight into the inherent difficulty in evaluating

human motion, even in such a simple movement as elbow f/e. Each experiment took

fundamentals learned from the previous experiment to build a better experimental

session. The results presented in this study show a better correlation to the EMG as

the experiments evolved. The experimental VS#l, VS#2, and ET sessions showed

good qualitative visual correlation between the normalized predicted muscle force

patterns and each muscle’s respective EMG. Although little was mentioned about the

actual muscle force predicted and more about the normalized muscle force pattern, the

emphasis of this study was to understand if, by using kinematic data, anthropometric

data, and inverse dynamics, the muscle force activity could be predicted. Further

analysis of muscle force prediction verified by EMG will continue in future

experiments, involving more detailed emphasis on partitioning and a muscle modeling.

One method used to visualize the movement of the upper-extremity was to use

computer graphics. The use of computer graphics has allowed representation the

upper-extremity from any anatomical perspective (i.e. bone structure; muscles, on

bone; whole enfleshed upper-extremity). Figure 5.1 shows a wire frame model of a

human upper-extremity. This wire frame computer model was developed as an

essential building block by. Wood (1990). Using computer graphics would help in

representing the results of this study. Using a color scheme to represent the force

distribution among the muscles, one could view side-by-side the video of elbow f/e

along with the computer graphic representation of active muscles.
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FIGURE 5.1 Wireframe model of the human arm with muscles

Taken from Wood (1990)
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The combination of the computer graphics with the predicted muscle forces

would assist those who have had little exposure to biomechanics in understanding

how muscles are contributing to human movement. Although the design of the elbow

model was simple, the combination of the model with computer graphics shows great

promise in representing the muscle force predictions. Therefore, as the mathematical

muscle model is expanded to include other essential qualities, such as prediction of

antagonist muscle forces, a computer graphics representation would have an even

greater impact in portraying the muscle force predictions.

Some discrepancies were evident in all the experimental sessions. They mainly

dealt with the activity of antagonist muscle forces. These co-activated muscles caused

EMG peaks to occur when the model predicted no muscle forces. This was especially

true for the triceps muscle in all the experiments. Inherently, one of the best additions

to the model would be to include the ability to predict antagonist muscle forces.

Another improvement would be to include a muscle recruitment algorithm obtained

from experimental data in published literature. One of the best and most needed

improvements would be to include an actual mathematical muscle model into the

computer algorithm. Additions of items such as these would give a powerful tool in

assessing the muscular forces in elbow f/e. For now this simple analysis has shown

promise for the beginning stages of developing a more precise and detailed model in

the prediction of human muscle forces.



APPENDIX A

c This program calculates the forces in five muscle crossing the

c elbow joint using an equal stress across all muscles.

c

dimension k (6000) ,thetash(6000),alpha (6000) ,t (6000) ,thetael (6000)
character* 15 fnameil, fnamei2, fnamei3, fhameo

c k: frame number

c thetash: angle of upper arm wrt a horizontal axis

c thetael: angle of flexion/extension measured between the two

c limbs

c alpha: angular acceleration of elbow flexion/extension

c t: torque at the instant in time
c

real mabic, mabrd, mabra, mapro, matri

2 format (a)
c

data abic, abra, abrd, apro, atri, g, pi/4.6, 7.0, 1.5, 3.4, 18.8,
. 9.81, 3.14159/

write(*,*) ’What file contains the elbow position data? ’

read(*,2) fnameil

write(*,*) ’What file contains the shoulder position data? ’

read(*,2) fnamei3

write(*,*) ’What file contains the angular acceleration data? ’

read(*,2) fnamei2

write (*,*) ’What do you want your force file to be named? ’

read(*,2) fnameo

write(*,*)’Do you want to include gravity? (yes = 2, no = 1) ’

read(*,*) i

if(i.eq.l) g = 0.0

write(*,*)’What is the height of the subject? ’

read(*,*) h

write(*,*)’What is the weight of the subject? ’

read(*,*) w

write(*,*)’What is the weight in the hand? ’

read(*,*) wt

c

open (1 ,file=fnamei 1 ,status=’old’)

open (2,file=fnamei2,status=’old’)
open (3,file=fnameo)

open (4,file=fnamei3,status=’old’)
c

c file 1 contains two angles, thetash is the angle of the upper arm
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c with respect to the horizontal axis which is then used to

c calculate the impact of gravity on the subjects arm.

c

write(♦,♦) ’reading data from files!’

do 20 j= 1,8000

read( l,*,end=2s)k(j), thetael(j)
20 I=l+l

c

do 22 j=l,l
22 thetash(j) = 90.0

c

25 do 30 j=3,l-2
30 read(2,*) a, alpha(j)

c

c rg: radius of gyration of the lower arm wrt the elbow joint
c marm: anthropometric mass of the lower arm

c larm: anthropometric length of the lower arm

c x: anthropometric length of the center of gravity of the lower

c arm wrt the elbow joint
c

rg = 0.827

marm = 0.022 *
w

larm = (0.818 - 0.63) * h

x = larm * 0.682

c

write (*,*)’calculating torques!’

do 40 j=3,l-2
c

c beta: angle calculated to compute the moment produced by gravity
c

beta = (180 - thetael(j) - thetash(j)) * pi / 180

t(j) = -marm * (alpha(j)*pi/180) *
x + marm * g * x * cos (beta)

- (rg ♦♦ 2) * marm * (alpha(j)*pi/180) + wt * cos(beta)
40 continue

c write(*,*) ’calculating forces in muscles!’.

do 50 j = 3,1-2
if (t(j).lt.O) go to 45

mabic = -bic(180 - thetael(j))
mabra = -bra(180 - thetael(j))
mabrd = -brd(180 - thetael(j))
mapro = -pro(180 - thetael(j))
matri = -tri(180 - thetael(j))
c = (abic*mabic) + (abrd*mabrd) + (abra*mabra) + (apro *mapro)
xstress = t(j) / c
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fbic = xstress * abic * 0.2248

fbra = xstress * abra * 0.2248

fbrd = xstress * abrd * 0.2248

fpro = xstress *
apro

* 0.2248

ftri = 0

go to 50

45 matri = -tri(180 - thetael(j))
c = atri*matri

xstress = t(j) / c

ftri = xstress * atri * 0.2248

fbic = 0

fbra = 0

fbrd = 0

fpro = 0

50 write (3,100) j,fbic,fbra,fbrd,fpro,ftri
100 format (1x,i4,5( lx,f8.1))

c

stop
end

C

REAL FUNCTION BIC(T)
BIC=(-1.964-1.601E-2*T+3.62E-5*T**2)/100

RETURN

END

C

REAL FUNCTION BRA(T)
BRA=(-0.869-5.84E-3*T-5.24E-s*T**2)/100

RETURN

END

C
REAL FUNCTION BRD(T)

BRD=(-2.565-L975E-2*T-5.78E-s*T**2)/100
RETURN

END

C
REAL FUNCTION PRO(T)
PRO=(-1.1825-8.19E-3*T)/100

RETURN
END

C

REAL FUNCTION TRI(T)
TRI= (2.564+3.37E-3*T-1.034E-4*T**2) /100

RETURN

END
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